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We’re The Kids in America 

Is American pop culture unavoidable? If you travel to other countries, you can see American fast food 

chains and American products, movies, and music. What does our pop culture show about us as Americans? We 

create these products that reflect ourselves and our environment, but on some level our products can also shape us. 

As it happens, our pop culture says a lot about us as Americans and what it means to be American.  

What comes to mind when you think of American pop culture? Brightly colored brand logos, celebrities, 

reality TV, successful movie franchises? Some might think that taking reality TV or McDonalds as symbols of our 

culture might be depressing or misrepresenting— and many actually have pointed to pop culture things like this as 

some of the most quintessential symbols of America. In his book Fast Food Nation, author Eric Schlosser, at his 

own peril, explores this idea of how pop culture shapes us; in no uncertain way, he states that, “The McDonald’s 

corporation has become a powerful symbol . . .”(?). Additionally, Chris Dodd, the chairman and CEO of the Movie 

Picture Association of America, recognizes that, “The movies and television shows we create also often serve as de 

facto U.S. ambassadors to the world. For many people, their first exposure to our nation has come through watching 

a film or television show” (HuffPost). Popular franchises such as Marvel’s Avengers are examples of this. But if 

America’s pop culture can be reduced to these easily recognizable symbols of American brands or the faces and 

logos of movie franchises, what does that say about America? This perception might lead to the conclusion that 

Americans eat at fast food chains and rush to theaters to see the latest installment of their favorite franchise movie.  

However, broadly recognizable symbols do not represent the entirety of pop culture or what it means to be 

American. An article from The Washington Post by Alyssa Rosenburg recognizes that, “ . . . American pop culture 

gets more niche-oriented at home, representing more kind of people and telling a wider range of stories . . .” This 

recognition that more and more stories are being told through pop culture is critical because it represents a more 
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accurate picture of America: one that is diverse in experience and identity.  

Additionally, it’s not just symbols or niche-groups represented in pop culture— what we see on TV, in our 

material products, and on the seemingly infinite Internet that hints at the totality of American pop culture also 

reflects something else: distinctly American ideals. In an online article from The Chronicle titled “The most 

American pop culture phenomenon of them all”, author Katherine Meizel argues that reality TV shows, particularly 

American Idol, represent American ideals. She points out that, “American Idol‘s premise – the idea that an ordinary 

person might be recognized as extraordinary – is firmly rooted in a national myth of meritocracy.” Additionally, she 

identifies one aspect of the show— the fact that people can vote to support their favorite singers and that this will 

affect the outcome— as democratic type of system in which American see their political participation reflected.  

While pop culture might not entirely represents what it means to be American, there are distinct elements of 

pop culture in America that point to well known American establishments, diversity in America, and traditional 

American ideals.  
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